Sales Potential
Once introduced to the accounting and
software industry acceptance should
be immediate and enthusiastic.
Marketing will be easy as it can be
offered everywhere from universities
and technical colleges to home/office
supply outlets. In addition it can be
clearly offered in industry catalogues
and appropriate magazines. eFlow
between Economic Systems is an
education mathematical system with
unlimited national and international
profit potential.

eFlow is pleased to introduce for
license or sale revolutionary new
advancements in economic theories
and methods that are easily
understood by the average person.
The invention, briefly shown here,
provides mathematical equations that
can be used to describe spontaneous
and direct relationship between
closed and open economic system. It
takes into account the need for
tracking critical variables such as
assets, liabilities, income revenue,
expenses and ultimately profit and
loss of any business or similar
organization.
Current accounting systems are hard
to
understand
and
involve
mathematics that is relatively abstract
and often difficult to comprehend for
the average person.

The need for a better and easily
understood accounting method led
inventor Tim Hung-Minh Nguyen to
the development of his eFlow
between Economic Systems – a
universal language in mathematics
that makes it simple and easy to use
and to understand by anyone from
corporate executives to a household
with the need to create a family
budget.
For an analogy, this system makes
advancements
in
finance
&
accounting
with
important
similarities to Newton’s F=ma or
Einstein’s E=mc2.
This finance
system provides a flow of
mathematical information that can be
used by everyone from those
controlling the family budget to small
and large corporations, schools,
governments, banks and other
financial institutions.

Commentary
eFlow is
excited
about
the
advancement in economic sciences in
strategic finance & accounting for
personal,
corporate,
institutions,
governments, which afforded by this
new invention. It has virtually no
competition thereby opening up new
profit
horizons
in
countless
applications. For the right finance and
accounting software that you and
Application Company may potentially
gain unlimited profit.
Contact Us Today!
There is no charge to you for this
invention portfolio. Thank you in
advance
for
your
time
and
consideration!
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